
Luke:  Connecting the Dots  Luke 1:1-4; Acts 1:1 
 
America is in a tailspin and doesn’t seem to know how to get out of it.  Yet there is hope.  As 
Luke’s life counted, so can yours.  
 
 
I.  The Story of Luke 
 

A. Luke was a Gentile but this didn’t make his life count.   
 

B. Luke was a physician but this didn’t make his life count (Col.4:14). 
 

C. What made Luke’s life count was that he connected the dots.  
 

D. Luke took great care to connect the dots accurately. 
1. Luke gave sufficient detail to accomplish his goal. 
2. Luke gave attention to the meaning historical details. 

 
 
II.  Applications 
 

A. Connecting the dots requires us to learn from the past. 
1. God has established truth.  Luke gave us the birth narrative of Jesus along with 

His genealogy.  Why?  To establish the truth.  America, do you believe in truth?  
Truth matters.   

2. Silencing the proclaimer of truth.  Luke wrote about the silencing of John the 
Baptist and efforts to silence Jesus.  America, you are killing your heart and soul 
by seeking to silence those who speak God’s truth.   

3. Satan is at work to divide and destroy.  Luke recorded Satan trying to thwart Jesus 
and His work.  America, Satan is trying to destroy you.   

 
B. Connecting the dots requires us to interpret the past. 

1. Luke began as a historian but ended up being a part of the story.  
2. German theologians coined the term, “heilsgeschichtge” which is interpreted in 

English as “salvation history.”  The common points are:  1). Man sinned; 
2). Judgement; 3). A Covenant by Law; 4). Sin Abounded;  5). New Covenant by 
Grace.   

3. America has a salvation history too.  
 
In conclusion, if you want your life to count then connect the dots.  Believe the truth about what 
God is doing.  
 


